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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade, Web traffic has significantly shifted towards HTTPS due to an increased awareness for privacy. However, DNS traffic is still largely unencrypted, which allows user profiles to be derived from plaintext DNS queries. While DNS over TLS (DoT) and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) address this problem by leveraging transport encryption for DNS, both protocols are constrained by the underlying transport (TCP) and encryption (TLS) protocols, requiring multiple round-trips to establish a secure connection. In contrast, QUIC combines the transport and cryptographic handshake into a single round-trip, which allows the recently standardized DNS over QUIC (DoQ) to provide DNS privacy with minimal latency. In the first study of its kind, we perform distributed DoQ measurements across multiple vantage points to evaluate the impact of DoQ on Web performance. We find that DoQ excels over DoH, leading to significant improvements with up to 10% faster loads for simple webpages. With increasing complexity of webpages, DoQ even catches up to DNS over UDP (DoUDP) as the cost of encryption amortizes: With DoQ being only ∼2% slower than DoUDP, encrypted DNS becomes much more appealing for the Web.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Led by the increased awareness for Internet security and privacy, HTTPS has replaced HTTP and became the default Web protocol over the last decade [6, 54]. However, despite the DNS being one of the most crucial parts of the Internet infrastructure, unencrypted DNS traffic using DNS over UDP (DoUDP) and DNS over TCP (DoTCP) is still the norm [11]. Hence, even with the encryption of the actual Web content, browsing behaviors and user profiles can still be derived and even tracked by observing unencrypted DNS queries [32, 33, 39, 56]. This problem was originally addressed by the encrypted protocols DNS over TLS (DoT) [24] and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) [21], which have been integrated by browsers and public DNS resolvers since 2016 [9, 12, 16, 17]. As these protocols have been extensively studied in terms of response times [5, 8, 23, 40, 40, 53] and impact on Web performance [4, 5, 22], it has become clear that both DoT and DoH are constrained by the round-trips required for the handshakes of the underlying transport (TCP) and encryption (TLS) protocols.

To overcome these limitations, the QUIC transport protocol [29], standardized in 2021, combines the transport and cryptographic handshake into a single round-trip. Consequently, DNS over QUIC (DoQ) [25] aims to provide DNS privacy with minimal latency. While it was only recently standardized in May 2022, DoQ is already deployed by privacy-focused DNS resolvers in production systems [1, 44]. However, as of September 2022, only one study focusing on DoQ exists: In our preliminary work, we compared DNS protocol performance measured from a single vantage point on [37]. We showed that the adoption of DoQ by public DNS resolvers is slowly increasing and that although DoQ outperforms DoT and DoH in terms of DNS single query response time, around 40% of measurements still result in considerably slower response times than expected due to the enforcement of QUIC’s traffic amplification limit [29].

To advance this state of the art, we (1) perform distributed measurements across 6 vantage points and (2) add support for TLS 1.3 Session Resumption and 0-RTT for DoQ, DoT, and DoH. While we find that no public resolver supports 0-RTT, our measurements are not constrained by QUIC’s traffic amplification limit due to Session Resumption, which can therefore significantly improve the single query response time. DoQ outperforms DoT and DoH by ∼33%, making encrypted DNS much faster. We further conduct Web performance measurements to analyze and compare the impact of DoQ on Web browsing. In our distributed measurements, we find...
that DoQ significantly improves over DoH by up to 10% faster loads for simple webpages. With increasing complexity of webpages, DoQ even catches up to DoUDP as the cost of encryption amortizes the more DNS queries are required for loading a webpage: with DoQ being only ~2% slower than DoUDP, encrypted DNS becomes much more appealing for the Web.

2 METHODOLOGY

To study the response times of DoQ in comparison to DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH for single queries and assess their impact on Web performance, we issue distributed measurements using 6 vantage points while targeting 313 DNS resolvers worldwide.

**Target Resolvers and Vantage Points.** To identify DoQ resolvers, we issue a scan of the IPv4 address space in week 14 of 2022 from a single vantage point located in the research network of the Technical University of Munich, Germany, targeting all proposed DoQ ports (UDP 784, 853, and 8853 [25, 26]). For this, we leverage the ZMap [57] network scanner, probing with a QUIC INITIAL packet with an invalid version number of 0: By receiving a Version Negotiation packet in response, we identify the IP addresses that support QUIC on the respective port, without creating state on the target [29] to avoid exhausting resources. We then establish a connection to the identified targets, offering the DoQ Application-Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN) identifiers [25, 26]; if the connection establishment is successful, the target is identified to support DoQ [20].

Using this methodology, we identify 1,216 DoQ resolvers. Comparing this finding with our preliminary work, which identified 1,217 DoQ resolvers in week 03 of 2022 [37], we observe that the adoption of DoQ is currently stagnating. To enable a comparison of DoQ to the established DNS protocols, we further check the identified DoQ resolvers for their support of DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH. For this, we optimistically query the resolvers using DNSPerf; an open-source DNS measurement tool supporting all stated protocols [19]. Of the 1,216 identified DoQ resolvers, we find that 548 support DoUDP, 706 DoTCP, 1,149 DoT, and 732 DoH, while their full intersection (i.e., resolvers supporting every DNS protocol) results in 313 verified DoX resolvers (preliminary work: 264 [37]). While we acknowledge that public DNS resolvers often leverage IP anycast, we cross-reference anycast IP addresses used in related work [4, 8, 22, 36, 40, 53], although without finding an overlap. Fig. 1 (red dots) presents the geographical distribution of the verified DoX resolvers based on an IPv4 geolocation lookup service [27], for which we observe that the majority are located in Europe (EU) with 130 resolvers, followed by Asia (AS) with 128, North America (NA) with 49, and Africa (AF), Oceania (OC), and South America (SA) with 2 resolvers each. Moreover, we find that the resolvers are distributed over 107 Autonomous Systems, with the majority located in ORACLE (47, 15.0%), DIGITALOCEAN (20, 6.4%), MNGTNET (18, 5.8%), and Ovhcloud (16, 5.1%). The remaining Autonomous Systems each host 12 or less resolvers. All measurements are performed using 6 distributed Amazon EC2 instances (Fig. 1, blue dots), employing one vantage point per continent.

**Single Query Response Time and Size.** To study the single query response times and sizes of DoQ in comparison to DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH, we leverage the open-source DNS measurement tool DNSPerf [19]. Targeting the 313 verified DoX resolvers, we issue single query measurements for all stated protocols on every vantage point, repeated every 2 hours, over the course of week 16 of 2022. For this, an A record for google.com is queried. We precede every measurement with an identical cache warming query to ensure that the following actual measurement is directly answered from a cached record at the resolver, which avoids inconsistencies in the measured response times caused by recursive lookups. This further allows us to reuse the TLS session parameters of the cache warming for the actual measurement of DoQ, DoT, and DoH. By adding support for TLS 1.3 Session Resumption and 0-RTT to DNSPerf, we advance the state of the art of our preliminary work [37] (which does not consider either feature) and by default use both mechanisms if supported by the resolver. Additionally, we also store the negotiated QUIC Version as well as the Address Validation token received in a New_Token frame of the cache warming query. Reusing these in the QUIC INITIAL packet of the actual DoQ measurement ensures that the QUIC handshake is not influenced by its Version Negotiation or Address Validation mechanisms, which would otherwise add 1 RTT each [37]. Hence, our DoQ implementation follows the recommendations of the DoQ standard, stating that Address Validation tokens should only be used in union with Session Resumption [25]. Altogether, our methodology enables comparable response time measurements of a typical DNS usage scenario for all protocols for the first time, where a session between a client and a resolver is established to perform a single DNS query.

**Web Performance.** To assess the impact of DoQ on Web performance in comparison to DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH, we develop an open-source framework using Selenium [51]. Chromium [47], as well as DNS Proxy [14]. Using this framework, we issue Web performance measurements targeting the top 10 most popular webpages from the research-oriented Tranco top list [46] as of April 12, 2022. For this, we load every webpage using each DNS protocol via every one of the 313 verified DoX upstream resolvers from all vantage points, repeated every 48 hours, over the course of week 16 of 2022. For each measurement, DNS Proxy is newly setup as Chromium’s local resolver on the Amazon EC2 instances and configured to forward the queries to the upstream DoX resolver by using either DoQ, DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, or DoH. The local DNS caches of both the operating system and DNS Proxy are disabled to ensure...
that queries are forwarded to the configured upstream resolver. In the next step, we leverage Selenium to launch Chromium and navigate to each webpage twice in succession: As with the DNS single query, the first navigation populates the upstream resolver’s cache and ensures that the DNS queries of the second, actual measurement navigation are directly answered from that resolver’s cache. As with DNSPerf, we extend DNS Proxy to support TLS 1.3 Session Resumption and 0-RTT, and track the negotiated QUIC versions and tokens. As such, this approach is identical to the aforementioned single query measurements, following the recommendations of the DoQ standard [25]. After the cache warming navigation, all sessions of DNS Proxy are reset to ensure that a new session to the resolver is established for the actual Web performance measurement, where TLS Session Resumption and 0-RTT are used if supported by the DoX resolver. Overall, this methodology allows us to compare DoQ with DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH regarding their impact on Web performance for the first time, representing a typical usage scenario in which multiple DNS queries are sent when visiting a webpage.

**Ethical Considerations.** To adhere to ethical principles and minimize the impact of our measurements, we respectfully follow best practices of the Internet measurement community [13, 45]: We restrict our Internet-wide scans for the verification of DoX resolvers to one week and one vantage point in order to limit the traffic sent to the network operators’ infrastructure. To allow targets to opt-out from our measurements, we display contact information and a description about the intent of our measurements on a webpage reachable via the IP address of each vantage point. Further, we only target publicly reachable IP addresses and exclude targets based on a blacklist which is maintained across research groups within our University, and, therefore, also covers targets excluded from previous measurement studies.

**Reproducibility and Community Contributions.** In order to enable the reproduction of our findings [2], we make the developed tools, the raw data of our measurements, and the analysis scripts publicly available [34]. Moreover, we upstream our changes to the tools used in our measurements as outlined in this chapter, aiming to facilitate future DNS protocol studies [15, 30, 31, 35].

### 3 EVALUATION

We begin the evaluation with an overview of the measurements, followed by the analysis of the single query measurements in § 3.1. In § 3.2, we detail our findings on the impact of DoQ on Web performance in comparison to DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH.

Analyzing DoQ, we find that 89.1% of all measurements are performed using QUIC version 1. The remaining measurements use the older QUIC draft versions - 34 (8.5%), -32 (1.8%), and -29 (0.6%). We find no differences between the QUIC versions, which confirms our expectations, as all observed versions are feature equivalent. While our tooling supports all available DoQ versions as of April 18, 2022 (doq for the standard [25], as well as doq-i00 to doq-i111 for the draft versions), we find that doq-i02 is used in the majority of measurements with 87.4%, followed by doq-i03 with 10.8%, and doq-i00 with 1.8%. While the observed versions doq-i00 and doq-i02 are feature equivalent, doq-i03 changed the QUIC stream mapping to include a 2 byte message length field in order to permit multiple responses for a single query. As with QUIC, however, we find no differences between DoQ versions. All DoQ measurements use TLS 1.3 as mandated by the QUIC standard [52]. As for DoT and DoH, around 99% of measurements are performed using TLS 1.3, whereas the remainder use TLS 1.2. Moreover, all DoH measurements use HTTP/2. For both the QUIC-based DoQ and the TCP-based DoH and DoT, we find that no resolver supports TLS 1.3 0-RTT. However, all resolvers support TLS 1.3 Session Resumption and respond with the maximum session ticket lifetime of 7 days as defined by the standard [48]; hence, Session Resumption is used in all TLS 1.3 measurements. Lastly, we find that no resolver supports TCP Fast Open (TFO) [7] or edns-tcp-keepalive [53].

#### Table 1: Median single query sizes in bytes, as well as sample sizes of single query response time and Web performance measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DoUDP</th>
<th>DoTCP</th>
<th>DoQ</th>
<th>DoH</th>
<th>DoT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single Query Sizes</strong> (median IP payload in bytes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handshake C-&gt;R</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>4444</td>
<td>2163</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handshake R-&gt;C</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2564</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS Query</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS Response</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web Performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>154,092</td>
<td>154,503</td>
<td>159,676</td>
<td>157,637</td>
<td>158,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57,032</td>
<td>56,428</td>
<td>57,393</td>
<td>56,840</td>
<td>56,440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.1 Single Query Response Time and Size**

The single query measurements reflect a typical DNS usage scenario, where a session between a client and a resolver is established in order to perform a single DNS query. Table 1 presents the sample sizes for the single query measurements, where we observe slight variations due to resolvers not responding to every DNS query. In our analysis, we differentiate between the handshake time, the resolve time, and the sizes to account for the different transport protocol mechanisms used by the measured protocols.

**Handshake time.** We define the handshake time as the time between the client sending the first packet of the transport protocol handshake until the (encrypted) session to the resolver is established. Thus, DoUDP is excluded from this analysis since UDP is connectionless. As no resolver supports TFO (see § 3), the DoTCP handshake is expected to complete within 1 round-trip due to the TCP 3-way handshake. For the encrypted protocols DoQ, DoH, and DoT, we find that no resolver supports 0-RTT. Thus, the DoQ handshake is also expected to complete within 1 round-trip due to QUIC’s combination of the transport and encryption handshake. Because DoH and DoT leverage TCP and no resolver supports TFO, the transport and encryption handshake is expected to take 2 round-trips when TLS 1.3 is used (around 99% of measurements, see § 3), and 3 round-trips in case of TLS 1.2.

The median handshake times in ms per protocol and vantage point are presented in Fig. 2a. We find that both DoH and DoT show comparable handshake times as expected, with the median over all vantage points (Total, top row) being ~376ms for DoH.
We find that the encrypted protocols indeed transfer significantly more bytes than DoUDP and DoTCP. The bytes transferred for a single DoQ handshake then again more than doubles in comparison to DoH and DoT, as QUIC requires all its INITIAL-carrying datagrams to be padded to at least 1,200 bytes to ensure MTU allowance on the network [29]. However, DoQ’s query and response sizes are relatively small in comparison to DoH due to the HTTP/2 overhead of DoH, e.g., message framing and header compression setup. Hence, our results indicate that re-using a QUIC connection for multiple queries will mitigate its up-front cost faster than DoH.

**Takeaway:** Our findings on single query response time and size emphasize the importance of standards and their implementations. Session Resumption can significantly catalyze DoQ, outperforming DoT and DoH by ∼33%. Hence, DoQ makes encrypted DNS much more appealing than DoH, where DoQ falls short of DoUDP by only ∼50% (DoT and DoH: ∼66%) for single queries. Consequently, DoQ’s roughly double handshake size overhead over DoH seems a small price to pay.

### 3.2 Web Performance

Applying our methodology of the single query measurements to DNS Proxy (see § 2), we issue Web performance measurements targeting the top 10 most popular webpages from the Tranco list [46]. To avoid initial redirects to the actual landing page (i.e., google.com will redirect to www.google.com), we replace the URLs by the actual landing page to ensure comparable results. Representing a typical usage scenario where multiple DNS queries are sent when visiting a webpage, we analyze two standard Web performance metrics: First Contentful Paint (FCP) and Page Load Time (PLT). FCP marks the moment when the very first visible image or text is shown on the screen [42]. For PLT, we calculate the time difference between the very start of the page load (corresponding to the start of the first DNS query/connection) and the onLoad event (corresponding to the moment when the webpage has finished loading), i.e., LoadEventStart–NavigationStart [43]. FCP occurs early in the page load and, thus, should be more impacted by the DNS response times than PLT, which occurs late and is influenced by many other Web performance aspects. Table 1 presents the sample sizes for the Web performance measurements, where we again observe slight variations due to resolvers not responding to every DNS query.

For each [vantage point:resolver:DNS protocol] combination, we perform four measurements using cold start page loads for every webpage. We determine the medians of these measurements, enabling the comparison of upstream resolvers with different response times (i.e., to account for different geographical distances of vantage point and resolver, see § 2). We then compare the per-protocol medians corresponding to a pair of [vantage point:resolver] to each other. The relative differences to DoUDP (baseline) are shown in Fig. 3.

**FCP.** In almost 40% of cases, using DoQ (Fig. 3a, blue line) delays the FCP by 10% or less when compared to DoUDP. On the other hand, DoT (orange line) and DoH (green line) delay it by more than 20% for the same fraction. Looking at the 80th percentile, in 20% of cases the FCP increases by more than 20% with DoQ, and almost
We find that the vast majority of the DoH worst cases result from and webpage on PLT, where we present the relative differences in more detail. For this, we analyze the impact of the vantage point disregarding DoT in the following discussion and address this issue as a new connection instead of re-using the existing one. Hence, we currently in-flight and a new request is issued, DNS Proxy handshake in almost 60% of page loads: While a DoT query is independent of the support of edns-tcp-keepalive [21, 24], a root cause analysis revealed that the connection handling in DNS Proxy results in DoT repeating the full transport and encryption handshake in almost 60% of page loads: While a DoT query is currently in-flight and a new request is issued, DNS Proxy opens a new connection instead of re-using the existing one. Hence, we disregard DoT in the following discussion and address this issue as part of our community contributions (see § 2).

**DoQ vs. DoH.** We now take a closer look at DoQ and DoH to evaluate the performance differences of the encrypted DNS protocols in more detail. For this, we analyze the impact of the vantage point and webpage on PLT, where we present the relative differences between DoQ (horizontal baseline) and DoH (green line) in Fig. 4. Webpages are sorted from left to right by the average number of DNS queries required for loading each webpage (see columns); a lighter background color depicts a higher percentage of DoQ page loads being faster than DoH.

Overall, we find that DoQ mostly improves on DoH in all vantage point and webpage combinations, where the performance improvement diminishes the more DNS queries are required for loading a webpage (from left to right). Analyzing the more simple webpages wikipedia.org and instagram.com, we observe that DoQ improves the PLT over DoH by up to 10% in the median. Hence, the simple webpages profit the most from DoQ’s 1 round-trip connection establishment (see § 3.1), as there is only one DNS query on average.

Analyzing the differences between vantage points, we find that EU shows the smallest differences between DoQ and DoH (top row). Since we also observed the lowest response times on that vantage point (see § 3.1), we suspect that lower response times result in a smaller influence of the DNS protocol on the PLT. We find that the other vantage points also align in that trend, where DoQ positively impacts the performance more often when the response times are larger. Nonetheless, we can already see an effect even with moderate response times, e.g., in around 50% of measurements, linkedin.com is more than 10% faster with DoQ than with DoH in AS. However, we cannot determine a linear correlation between DNS protocol and PLT.

**DoQ vs. DoUDP.** Because unencrypted DNS traffic is still the norm, we next analyze the performance difference between DoQ and DoUDP (Fig. 4, horizontal baseline and purple line). Expectedly, DoUDP shows a better performance than DoQ in almost every case. However, we also find DoUDP being slower than DoQ in some cases in the long tail, which is more pronounced in EU (top row) as well as for webpages with a higher number of DNS queries. As discussed for FCP, we attribute this observation to DoUDP being skewed by outliers due to application layer retransmissions.

For the more simple webpages wikipedia.org and instagram.com, we find that the performance cost of encryption is the largest with up to 10% slower PLT in the median due to the added overhead of DoQ’s connection establishment. However, we find that the difference in PLT is reduced to only ~2% in the median between DoQ and DoUDP for the more complex webpages microsoft.com and youtube.com: DoQ even catches up to DoUDP as the encryption overhead amortizes the more DNS queries are required for loading a webpage.

**Takeaway:** DoQ significantly improves over DoH. While we find that page loads using DoQ are up to 10% faster for simple webpages in comparison to DoH, the cost of encryption is the largest for the same webpages, where DoQ is up to 10% slower than DoUDP. With increasing complexity of webpages, however, DoQ catches up to DoUDP as the cost of encryption amortizes the more DNS queries are required for loading a webpage: DoQ is only ~2% slower than DoUDP, thus, making encrypted DNS much more appealing for the Web.

### 4 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

**Limitations.** Note that the Web performance measurements only consider a total number of 10 webpages, which might not be representative for the Web as a whole; with an increased number of requests per page and increased webpage complexity, the benefits of DoQ in comparison to DoH (e.g., fewer round-trips required for...
the handshake) are diminished due to amortization and other confounding factors such as webpage rendering. Further, considering the limited number of 313 DoX resolvers which are heavily centered around Europe, some vantage points experience higher latency due to larger geographical distances to the targeted resolvers. While we briefly discuss resulting outliers in the previous sections, a detailed root cause analysis, esp. for the Web performance measurements, is left for future work.

**Future Work.** With the ongoing development and adoption of DoQ among resolvers, we expect resolvers to introduce support for 0-RTT in the future, which can shift the total response times of DoQ even closer to DoUDP. Thus, we plan to continue measuring and monitoring the rollout of DoQ. Moreover, while the DoH measurements in our study use HTTP/2 (see § 3), we will extend our work with an in-depth comparison to DNS over HTTP/3 (DoH3): The recently standardized HTTP/3 [3] also uses QUIC as its transport protocol. At the time of writing, DoH3 is not yet widely supported: While Cloudflare is one of the first to support DoH3 [10] by including HTTP/3 in the ALPN set of their SVCB records [50], we observe that state of the art browsers only connect to Cloudflare’s resolvers via HTTP/2, which indicates that DoH3 support among browsers is still lacking. However, with its recent integration into Google Public DNS and Android [18], DoH3 is expected to gain momentum in the coming months.

**5 CONCLUSION**

Our study showed that encrypted DNS does not have to be a compromise between privacy and speed: Using DoQ, the single query response time is improved by \(\sim \frac{33}{100}\%\) in comparison to DoT and DoH. The Web performance measurements revealed that DoQ significantly improves over DoH with up to 10% faster loads for simple webpages. With increasing complexity of webpages, DoQ even catches up to DoUDP as the cost of encryption amortizes: With DoQ being only \(\sim 2\%\) slower than DoUDP, encrypted DNS becomes much more appealing for the Web, especially once resolvers start supporting advanced features such as 0-RTT.
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